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About This Content

Corrupted and swollen by the pestilences and plagues that afflict them Death Guard Champions prefer short ranged combat
where they can spread the diseases that the Chaos God Nurgle has blessed them with. Immune to pain or damage they grimly

advance forward laughing off attacks and leaving a trail of pestilence and disease behind them.
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The game itself is fine - a turn-based game with a boardgame feel. But there's NO way to save your progress, and the auto-save
doesn't work. In short, you have to start over from scratch each time you load the game. The vague assurances that a fix is
forthcoming aren't helpful. It's been almost a year since the last update, and the game is still broken.

NOT RECOMMENDED.

ADDENDUM: Nearly 2.5 years since I first posted this review. No fix yet, and no further word from the developers.
ABANDONED BROKEN GAME.. Kaos studios has some talent behind their games, however it doesn't seem to be in the way
of making the actual game.

Get frontlines for a forgettable shooter you can play once, but don't expect to be very engaged. Some of the gadgets in the game
are neat, and I can see where many of the ideas for Homefront came from. Unfortunately, most of the game is boring and
cookie cutter.

Frontlines also suffers from badguys take too many bullets syndrome. It's tough to kill enemies with the limited selection of
weapons given to you.You might enjoy it once, but wait for a sale. Don't pay full price.. Warning do not play this game. It is evil
incarnate. This is without a doubt the most pathetic game ever concieved by human. Yes, It is bottom of the barrel bad. The first
level was just too hard. Level 2 was a pain and level 3... don't even get me started on level 3. This game makes Sonic 06 look
like Gold. I'm not even joking, I'm dead serious. Ugh, curiosity, why must you exist at times like these. DO NOT BUY THIS
GAME, I repeat, DO... NOT... BUY... THIS... GAME..... I don't care if you want to play it to see how bad it is. It's not even
worth it for that. Trust me, It's for your own good. Not even the Devil would want this game. I just hope I can get a refund
somehow.... way to many bugs. the last 5 runs or so that i have tried has ended in me having to forfit becouse it has lagged out.
so my next starting run gets smaller and smaller gold bonus. would be nice to have a run that run correctly for once. fUN GOOD
GAME. Really not that bad. Besides of the boss I enjoyed it!
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Not a good co-op experience. Player two is a dog and can't really do that much. Makes the game harder and more annoying.. Is
it bad that i actually enjoy playing this?. Clever, beautiful, charming.. Barber: "What you want?"
Him: "You know Michael J. Fox?"
Barber: "Say no more fam". no.... just...... .. no
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